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Methodology

Rocky shore is a place that citizen does not
always visit because the rough rocks make it
difficult to access. Rocky shores have different,
yet interesting biodiversity and high ecological
values, but they always hold many domestic
wastes which destroy the environment.

Know the situation of rocky 
shores to inspire ecological 
awareness and sustainable 
use of marine resources. 

Exploit research in Tai Shue
Wan rocky shore to make 

recommendations to improve 
the ocean waste problem.
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The EPD (2015) reported that the government collects about
15,000,000kg marine litter every year. More than 70% of marine
waste is plastic and Styrofoam shards.

HOW WASTE EFFECTS SHORE LIFE
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Questionnaire

Find out more details

Post to a Facebook hiking group and collect
opinions from 30 hikers. Aim: to ask if there is a
need for seashore tourism and how to attract
people to the site.

Conduct two interviews in Ap Lei Chau. The target is fishermen.
The intent is to know about the biology at the site and their opinion
of it becoming a tourism spot. It will ask less than 10 interviewees.

Understand the real waste situation and design opportunities

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

LITERATURE REVIEW

Fig 1. Types of ocean waste 
of Hong Kong

Fig 2. Waste deposit period

Fig 3. Floating waste sources

Fig 4. Waste amount change 
by weather 

Fig 5. Ratio of waste sources0
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Some solid waste
deposits by organic
debris which float around
the world by gyres.

Find out the basic information

The waste problem brings harm to organisms, which creates a chain effect 
imperiling the entire ecological system. Waste degrades the process and excess 
nutrients encourage more algae to grow, which breaks down oxygen in the water.

Fig 6. Phytoplankton grow condition

CONCLUSION

FINDINGS
Fig 7. Source of Pollutants in
Aberdeen

Fig 8. Sea Ecology Sediment
and Biology List

Fig 9. Marine Habitat Quality

The water pollutants on the site, which
are deposited into the sediment, cause a
benthic change in the seabed and affect
the whole food chain and variety in the
area. The marine habitat quality also
directly affects species richness.

Pollutants cause sea animals body system changes which can use 
as biological indicator monitoring to water checking. 

Water quality causes different benthic types in the seabed, which are 
affected by pollutants which influences to the whole ecological system. 

Manmade waste and pollutant deposition takes a long time, so we need to 
use ‘3R’ live action to decrease waste at the source.

The waste problem in Tai Shue Wan that caused the ‘Mystery seaside’ can 
be a test point to study the relationship of the waste situation and ecological 
value, to inspire ecological awareness by seeing how the waste problem 
affects sea life.

A design proposal with three
zoning concepts combines
shoreline tourism activity, art,
and dining was designed for
Aberdeen Tai Shue Wan.
Visitors can be inspired by
ecological awareness by
monitoring the marine biology
changes caused by the
waste problem.

Fig 11. Waste situation cognize zone- observe waste how to affect shore life

Fig 12. Energy adventure zone – through playing water sports to excite cherish the ocean

Fig 13. Aqua garden zone – Appreciate amazing sea life to compared waste situation cognize zone to introspect effect of waste

Fig 10. ‘Mystery Seaside’ Master Plan
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